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As a typical highly educated group, the quality of post-graduate education 
has been attracting more and more attention. To improve the quality, we need to 
know well of learning mental state. As its important parts, major identity and 
academic efficacy provide motivation to learn, which directly affect the quality 
of learning. 
Domestic and foreign researchers conducted some studies on major identity 
and academic efficacy. However, the overall research of post-graduates is rare. 
We lack a reliable and valid questionnaire. There is little concern on implicit 
major identity and scare involvement in the the relationship between major 
identity and academic efficacy. 
This study is based on current studies to further develop. It is divided into 
three parts. The first part is the compilation of major identity questionnaire and 
the survey of post-graduates' situation, which involved 453 post-graduates. The 
second part is the implicit association test of 60 subjects to verify whether 
implicit major identity exists and whether it is independent of explicit one. The 
third part is correlational study of explicit major identity and academic efficacy 
by using the revised academic efficacy questionnaire and developed major 
identity questionnaire to survey 378 post-graduates. 
Conclusions of this study are: (1)The questionnaire and IAT have good 
reliability and validity. (2)The survey indicates that the average major indentity 
situation of post-graduates is good. There exist some significant differences 
demographic variables. (3)The testing group have obvious effect of implicit 
major identity. The subjects tend to put their major and positive words into one 
group, put other major and negative words into one group in the unconscious 
level. Implicit major identity and explicit major identity are separate to some 
extent.(4)Post-graduates' academic efficacy is extremely positively correlated in 
explicit major identity. They show the same tendency to change. The higher the 
academic efficacy level is , the more positive the major identity is. The more 
positive the major identity is, the higher the academic efficacy level is. 
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